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Abstract: A path integral on a link complement of a three-sphere fixes a vector (the
”link state”) in Chern-Simons theory. The link state can be written in a certain basis with
the colored link invariants as its coefficients. We use symmetric webs to systematically
compute the colored link invariants, by which we can write down the multi-partite entangled
state of any given link. It is still unknown if a product state necessarily implies that the
corresponding components are unlinked, and we leave it as a conjecture.
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1. Introduction
The study of entanglement entropy has been a deeply fascinating and instructive one in both
the fields of high energy [1] and condensed matter physics [2]. In particular, it appears to have
deep connections with both geometric and topological properties in both disciplines [1, 3, 4].
Here we are interested in extending this study in the specific realm of Chern-Simons gauge
theory using topological techniques.
Chern-Simons gauge theory is a three-dimensional TQFT with non-local gauge invariant
observables, the Wilson loop operators [5]. Performing a path integral on a 3-manifold with
boundary, one obtains a vector in the space of conformal blocks of the associated WZW
model on the boundary 2-manifold(s). In particular, a path integral on the link complement
determines a “link state”:
|L〉 =
∑
α1,··· ,αm
C(α1, · · · , αm)|α1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |αm〉,
– 1 –
where L is a m-component link, and αi’s are integrable representations of the gauge group.
Each vector |αi〉 belongs to the 2d Hilbert space associated to a torus HT 2 , which is fixed by
a path integral on a solid torus with a Wilson loop colored in αi, as in Figure 1. The inner
product of the Hilbert space HT 2 is simply 〈αi|αj〉 = δαi,αj , and thus, (〈α1|⊗· · ·⊗〈αm|)|L〉 =
C(α1, · · · , αm). Topologically, (〈α1|⊗· · ·⊗〈αm|)|L〉 stands for gluing m solid tori with Wilson
loops colored in αi back into the link complement, so C(α1, · · · , αm) is nothing but a “colored”
link invariant of L. Once these colored link invariants of L are known for all possible colorings,
one can compute the density matrix and the entanglement entropy of L and check whether
the link state is an entangled state or not [6, 7].
αi
Path Integral |αi〉
Figure 1: A solid torus (colored in yellow) contains a Wilson loop (colored in red), which wraps its
non-contractible cycle. When the Wilson loop carries a representation αi of the gauge group, the path
integral fixes a vector |αi〉 in HT 2 .
The aim of our paper is to reinforce [6,7] when the gauge group is SU(2) with a technique
to compute the colored link invariants C(α1, · · · , αm) for any link L, for any given coloring.
To clarify, [6, 7] computes the link states and study their entanglement properties when the
given links are torus links (so that their colored link invariants can be written as a product
of S and T matrices of the associated WZW model) or twist links (in which case Habiro’s
formula works nicely). In this paper, we use junctions of Wilson lines and the “symmetric
web” relations [8], by which one can systematically compute the colored invariants for more
general classes of knots/links. This will allow for the construction of toplogically interesting
states and sets of entanglement entropies via topological techniques. One step further, we
propose a conjecture in which the entanglement data is transcribed to the topological data:
namely, if the link state factorizes for all colorings αi’s, then the corresponding link itself is
reducible, i.e., a union of two unlinked sub-links. In terms of colored Jones polynomials, we
can phrase the conjecture as follows:
Conjecture. Given a m-component link L, suppose there exist two sub-links L1 and L2, each
with i and (m− i) components. Suppose the two sub-links satisfy the following:
Jα1,··· ,αm(L) = Jα1,··· ,αi(L1)Jαi+1,··· ,αm(L2)
for all colorings α1, · · · , αm, then L1 and L2 are unlinked.
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2. Review: the link states and entanglement entropy
First, let’s recall the definition of entanglement entropy. Recall that the entanglement entropy
S of a system A is given by
SA = −TrρA log ρA,
where ρA is the reduced density matrix corresponding to system A. The entanglement
entropy quantifies the amount of entanglement, whether it be classical correlation or genuine
quantum entanglement, that A shares with all other systems. Note that SA is zero for pure
states and nonzero for mixed states. In general, the calculation of the entanglement entropy
is somewhat involved, particularly for large Hilbert spaces for which taking the logarithm of
a high-dimensional matrix is computationally expensive.
Next, let us briefly review [5]. We start with SU(2) Chern-Simons theory at level k on a
3-manifold M3:
SCS =
k
4pi
Tr
∫
M3
A ∧ dA+ 2
3
A ∧A ∧A,
where A is a su(2)-valued one form on M3. When M3 is a closed 3-manifold, the partition
function Z(M3) =
∫
[DA]eiSCS defines a topological 3-manifold invariant. We can also in-
troduce gauge invariant observables, the famous Wilson loops defined on a closed path C in
M3:
WR(C) = TrR
[
P
∮
C
eiA
]
,
where R is an irreducible representation of SU(2). When M3 is a 3-sphere and R =  (the
fundamental representation of SU(2)), the expectation value of Wilson loops coincides with
the Jones polynomials [5]:
〈W(C)〉 =
∫
[DA]W(C)eiSCS∫
[DA]eiSCS = J(C). (2.1)
Equation 2.1 holds, because 〈W(unknot)〉 equals J(unknot) and the skein relation holds.
Indeed, gluing two solid tori via modular S-transform on the boundary, one obtains a 3-sphere.
When only one of the tori has a Wilson loop colored in , path integral on these solid tori
fixes vctors |〉 and |0〉 in the associated Hilbert space HT 2 . Then, the expectation value of
the Wilson loop can be written as:
〈W(unknot)〉 = 〈0|S|〉〈0|S|0〉 =
S0
S00
= J(unknot).
where Sij is the S-matrix element of ŝu(2)k WZW model on torus. Here, i, j stand for the
integrable representations of the affine Lie algebra ŝu(2)k, which are in one-to-one correspon-
dence with the space of conformal blocks HT 2 . In case the gauge group is SU(2) and the
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q−N/2 − qN/2 + (q1/2−q−1/2) = 0.
Figure 2: The skein relation among three Wilson lines in D3. N is the rank of the gauge group, and
all three Wilson lines are in the fundamental representation () and canonically framed.
level is k, the integrable representations are spin-j representations, where j = 0, 1/2, · · · , k/2.
Thus, HT 2 is spanned by the vectors |0〉, |12〉, · · · , |k2 〉, and |〉 = |12〉 in our notation.
Next, consider the local relation among three Wilson lines shown in Figure 2. The
three Wilson lines are lying in a closed three-ball D3, and they are related to each other
by half-twist(s) along the vertical direction. Performing a path integral on D3 containing
any one of the above three Wilson lines would fix a vector in the Hilbert space HS2;,,¯,¯
associated to the punctured boundary 2-sphere. The Hilbert space is 2-dimensional by the
charge conservation argument, so the three Wilson lines shown in Figure 2 must satisfy a
linear relation in this 2d Hilbert space. The coefficients are fixed by studying the action of
the half-twist on S2. Since the Wilson lines colored in  satisfy 〈W(unknot)〉 = J(unknot)
and the skein relation, we may repeatedly apply the skein relation until no crossing remains.
Then, 〈W(unknot)〉 = J(unknot) determines the expectation value of the original Wilson
loop C, and Equation 2.1 holds.
The space HT 2 is also equipped with a metric and fusion coefficients:
〈i|j〉 = δij , 〈i|j, k〉 = Nijk.
Topologically, the first equation corresponds to gluing two solid tori, each containing a Wil-
son line in representation i and j, respectively. As a result, one gets a 3-manifold S1 × S2
containing two Wilson lines in i, j wrapping the S1 direction. LHS stands for the partition
function of this configuration. Now, this partition function is nothing but the trace on the
associated Hilbert space on S2 with two punctures decorated by i and j. The charge con-
servation argument immediately tells us that i and j must be dual to each other. For us,
i and j are spin representations, and thus it is enough to write this condition as δij . The
second equation corresponds to gluing two solid tori, and now one solid torus contains one
Wilson line in i representation, while the other contains two Wilson lines in j and k. Again,
the resultant 3-manifold is S1 × S2, and the partition function is nothing but the trace on
the Hilbert space associated to S2 with three punctures decorated by i, j, k. Again from the
charge conservation argument, we see that the RHS must be the fusion coefficient among the
spin representations i, j and k.
Next, let us briefly recall the central ideas of [6]. Consider Wilson loop operators sup-
ported on a m-componnet link L = ⋃mi=1Ci. Each component Ci is colored by an irreducible
representation Ri of SU(2), and the link lies in S
3. The complement of L, Lc = S3 \D × L
is obtained by removing a small solid torus D × L in S3. Since Lc is a 3-manifold whose
boundary is a disjoint union of m tori, a path integral on Lc fixes a vector in (HT 2)⊗m:
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|L〉 =
∑
α1,··· ,αm
C(α1, · · · , αm)|α1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |αm〉,
where αi’s are the spin representations which span HT 2 . Taking an inner product with a fixed
vector 〈α1| ⊗ · · · ⊗ 〈αm|, we are effectively gluing m solid tori back into S3, but this time
each solid torus D × Ci contains a Wilson line colored in αi. As a result, on LHS we get the
expectation value 〈Wα1,··· ,αm(L)〉. Since the metric on HT 2 is nothing but a Kronecker delta
symbol, we get on the RHS the coefficient C(α1, · · · , αm). Thus, we see that the link state
is nothing but the sum over the basis vectors with the expectation value of Wilson loops as
the coefficients:
|L〉 =
∑
α1,··· ,αm
〈Wα1,··· ,αm(L)〉|α1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |αm〉.
Once the colored link invariants are known, we can explicitly write down the m-partite
entangled state corresponding to L. Then, the entanglement structure of |L〉 can be studied
by computing its (reduced) density matrix, entanglement entropy, or entanglement negativity.
In [6], several examples were provided, including the triple Hopf link 221+2
2
1 and the Borromean
ring 632 (both in Rolfsen notation.) The corresponding link states can be explicitly written
in terms of modular S and T matrices as follows, in which case the expectation values are
colored Jones polynomials:
|221 + 221〉 =
∑
j1,j2,j3
Sj1j2Sj2j3
S0j2
|j1〉 ⊗ |j2〉, Sj1j2 =
√
2
k + 2
sin
((2j1 + 1)(2j2 + 1)pi
k + 2
)
,
|632〉 =
min(j1,j2,j3)∑
i=0
(−1)i(q1/2 − q−1/2)4i [2j1 + i+ 1]![2j2 + i+ 1]![2j3 + i+ 1]![i]![i]!
[2j1 − i]![2j2 − i]![2j3 − i]![2i+ 1]![2i+ 1]! ,
where q = e
2pii
k+2 , [n] =
qn/2 − q−n/2
q1/2 − q−1/2 , and [n]! = [n][n− 1] · · · [1].
The density matrix for |L〉 is, as usual, ρL = 1〈L|L〉 |L〉〈L|. Tracing over components of
L, we get the reduced density matrices. In the above two examples, tracing out any one
component of the triple Hopf link yields a separable reduced density matrix, indicating that
the state |221 + 221〉 is “GHZ-like”. On the other hand, tracing out any one component of the
Borromean ring yields a non-separable density matrix, showing that the state |632〉 is “W-like”.
3. Review: Colored link invariants via symmetric webs
The triple Hopf link is a torus link, so its colored link invariants can be written in terms of
modular S and T matrices of ŝu(2)k WZW model. The Borromean ring is a twist ink, and
Habiro’s formula works nicely to compute its colored link invariants. To compute colored link
invariants for more general classes of knots/links, one may introduce junctions of Wilson lines
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and apply the techniques of quantum spin networks [9–11]. Alternatively, we may resolve the
crossings by the “symmetric webs”, which we will soon discuss.
In subsection 3.1, we review networks of Wilson lines and the local relations among
them [5, 12–16]. In the following subsection, we discuss their symmetric analogues [8, 17].
We provide an examples of the figure-eight knot and the triple Hopf link when k = 2. The
example will allow us to explicitly write down the entangled link state.
3.1 Local relations among Wilson lines and networks of Wilson lines
As was discussed before, path integral over a 3-manifold M3 with boundary fixes a vector in
the associated Hilbert space, H∂M3 . The Hilbert space is isomorphic to the space of conformal
blocks in ŝu(2)k WZW model on ∂M3. When M3 contains Wilson lines which end on the
boundary, the Hilbert space is isomorphic to the space of conformal blocks on ∂M3 with
punctures decorated by the R1, · · · , Rm, the representations Wilson lines carry.
In particular, consider the case when M3 = D
3, i.e., the closed 3-ball. The boundary ∂M3
is simply a 2-sphere, and thus, the charge conservation argument shows that the dimension
of the corresponding Hilbert space is equal to the dimension of the invariant subspace :
dimHS2;R1,··· ,Rm = dim InvG(⊗mi=1Ri). (3.1)
Now, let dimHS2;R1,··· ,Rm = d, and consider (d + 1) distinct Wilson line configurations in
D3 ending on the boundary 2-sphere with m punctures R1, · · · , Rm. Then, (d + 1) vectors
obtained by the path integral satisfy a linear relation in the d-dimensional Hilbert space.
One canonical example is the famous skein relation, Figure 2. In Figure 2, the as-
sociated Hilbert space HS2;,,¯,¯ is 2-dimensional (by Equation 3.1). The three distinct
braided/unbraided Wilson lines in D3 then fix three vectors in the two-dimensional Hilbert
space, and they clearly satisfy a linear relation. The coefficients of the linear relation is deter-
mined from the eigenvalues of the modular T matrix, as was explained in [5]. Using the skein
relation, we can simplify any given -colored link until there is no crossing left and write its
expectation value in terms of those of unknots.
For links colored in higher spin representations, however, the Hilbert space HS2;j1,j2,j¯1,j¯2
is min(j1, j2) + 1 dimensional. We would need min(j1, j2) + 2 braided Wilson lines to set up
a linear relation, but such a linear relation may not simplify the given knot, as we are adding
more crossings. Thus, we need an alternative way to simplify the given link into a form that
we can evaluate systematically.
3.2 Symmetric webs in SU(2) Chern-Simons theory
We can do so by introducing jucntions of Wilson lines and resolve the crossings with trivalent
graphs of Wilson lines [12, 13]. The junctions of interest are trivalent, and on each of them
we place a gauge invariant tensor so that a closed trivalent graph defines a gauge invariant
observable.
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R1
R2 R3
=
R¯1
R2 R3
Figure 3: LHS: a junctions of three Wilson lines colored in R1, R2, R3 such that 0 ∈ R1 ⊗ R2 ⊗ R3.
At the junction, we place a gauge invariant tensor in HomG(R1 ⊗ R2 ⊗ R3,C). RHS: an equivalent
junction, with R1-strand reversed and replaced by its complex dual.
When Wilson lines are colored by antisymmetric powers of the fundamental representa-
tions of SU(N), such trivalent graphs coincide with “MOY graphs” [16]. The MOY graphs
can be simplified systematically by local relations, until they can be written as a linear sum
of MOY graphs whose “MOY graph polynomials” are known [14]. The networks of Wilson
lines in antisymmetric representations satisfy the same set of local relations, which are also
called NWeb relations in the context of representation theory of quantum groups [15].
Before proceeding further, it is important to note that the Wilson lines with junctions
must be vertically framed. This is because we cannot canonically frame the Wilson lines
near the junctions so that the configuration’s self-linking number to vanish upon braiding.
Although the colored link invariants of vertically framed Wilson lines are different from those
which are canonically framed, the entanglement structure would be framing-independent [6].
For this reason, we fix the framing of Wilson lines to be vertical in the rest of this paper.
Now let us consider the Wilson lines colored in spin representations. For SU(2), the
spin-i/2 representation is simply the i-th symmetric power of fundamental representations,
denoted Symi. Just like their antisymmetri counterparts, they constitute “symmetric webs”
which enable us to compute the colored link invariants by replacing the crossings with planar
trivalent graphs of Wilson lines. The key trick is to use the level-rank duality in 2d WZW
models, in which we can swap ∧i with Symi and the rank of the gauge group N with the
level k. To see how this works, consider the expectation value of a Wilson loop colored in
Symi:
〈WSi(unknot)〉 = S(N,k)0Symi/S
(N,k)
00 =
[
N + i− 1
i
]
,
where the superscript (N, k) indicates that the S-matrix is from ŝu(N)k WZW model. One
can in fact write the RHS in terms of the S-matrix elements from the ŝu(k)N WZW model:
qN = epiiN/(N+k) = −epiik/(N+k) = −qk (3.2)
⇒ [N + a] = q
N+a − q−(N+a)
q − q−1 =
qk−a − q−(k−a)
q − q−1 = [k − a] (3.3)
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⇒
[
N + i− 1
i
]
=
[
k
i
]
= S
(k,N)
0∧i /S
(k,N)
00 , (3.4)
where in the last line we have introduced quantum binomials,
[
a
b
]
= [a][a−1]···[a−b+1][b][b−1]···[1] .
From the dimension of the Hilbert space associated to S2 with punctures, it is immediate
that the kinematics of the Wilson lines in symmetric representations are the same as those
of their antisymmetric counterparts. Therefore, we can obtain the symmetric web relations
starting from the kWeb relations and replacing qk by −qN and antisymetric representatoins
with symmetric representations (Figure 4).
(circle removal) i =
[
N+i−1
i
]
(digon removal)
i+j
i j
i+j
=
[
i+j
i
]
i+j
(associativity)
i+j+k
i+j
i j k
=
i+j+k
i
j+k
j k
([E,F ] relation)
j
j
j+1
1
1
i
i−1
i
−
j
j
j−1
1
1
i
i+1
i
= [i−j]
j i
Figure 4: The local relations of Wilson lines in symmetric representations, which determine the
expectation values of all closed trivalent graphs colored in symmetric representations. Above, the
indices i, j, k stand for Symi, Symj, Symk, respectively.
The symmetric web relations provided in Figure 4 are coherent and allow us to determine
the expectation value of all closed trivalent graphs of Wilson lines colored in symmetric rep-
resentations. Applying [E,F ] relation repeatedly, we can derive the famous “square switch”
relation, which is particularly useful when simplifying complicated Wilson line networks (Fig-
ure 5).
Now it remains to write the crossings of symmetric-colored Wilson lines as a linear sum
of trivalent graphs. In Figure 6, the Wilson lines in the LHS and RHS satisfy a linear relation
because HS2;Symm,Symn,Symm,Symm is (min(m,n) + 1)-dimensional. It is rather tedious
to fix the coefficients, so we refer the interested readers to the appendix A for the derivation
of the above relations.
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nn+k
m
k
n+k−m
m+l
m+l−k
n+l
=
m∑
j=max(m−n,0)
[
l
k − j
]
n
m−j
m
n+j−m
j
m+l
n+l+j
n+l
Figure 5: The “square switch” relation.
nm
= q−
mn
4
m∑
k=max(0,m−n)
(−q 12 )k−m
n
n+k
m
k
n+k−m
m
m−k
n
nm
= q
mn
4
m∑
k=max(0,m−n)
(−q 12 )m−k
n
n+k
m
k
n+k−m
m
m−k
n
Figure 6: Resolution of crossings.
So far, we have restricted ourselves to “MOY” type junctions. Alternatively, one may
generalize to include more general types of junctions, those which appear in the quantum
spin networks. When incoming three Wilson lines are colored in spin i, j and k, we insert a
vertex if and only if the fusion coefficient Nijk is nonzero. These are precisely the types of
junctions considered in [12,13], and one obtains quantum spin networks [9–11] by choosing a
different normalization for the gauge invariant tensors from those of [12,13].
3.3 Example: Triple Hopf link
Now let us provide some examples in which the link states are computed via the symmetric
webs. The first example is the simplest of all four-component link, the triple Hopf link.
For simplicity of calculation, we restrict ourselves to k = 2. This is because when k = 1
the Wilson lines can only be colored by trivial and fundamental representations, and then we
can compute the link invariants simply via skein relations. For higher level k, the complexity
will grow with it, but the idea is the same: resolve all crossings and use the symmetric web
relations to simplify the resultant trivalent graphs.
In Figure 7, the Wilson lines on the LHS are obtained by vertically stacking the resolution
of crossings, Figure 6. Closing a Wilson line, we get the relations in Figure 8. Given a colored
triple Hopf link, we can apply them from right to left, until we are left with an unknot. For
instance, consider a triple Hopf link, whose components are all colored by Sym2. Applying
the topmost relation of Figure 8 from right to left twice, we can compute the colored link
invariant (see Figure 9). Notice that we have omitted the orientation of Wilson lines, as the
spin reprsentations are self-dual.
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22
22
= q−4
2 2
+ q−3(q
1
2 − q− 12 )
2
3
2
1
1
2
1
2
+ q−
3
2 [2](q
1
2 − q− 12 )2
2 2
4
2 2
12
21
= q−2
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
2
+ (1− q−1 − q−2)
1 2
3
1 2
21
12
= q2
2
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
+ (1− q − q2)
2 1
3
2 1
11
11
= q−
3
2
1 1
+ (1− q−1)
1 1
2
1 1
Figure 7: The relations among Wilson lines which are used to the “linkings” of 1 and 2-colored triple
Hopf links.
22
2
= (q3 + 1 + q−3) 2 12
1
= [3](q − 1 + q−1) 1
21
2
= (q
3
2 + q−
3
2 ) 2 11
1
= (q + q−1) 1
Figure 8: The relations obtained by closing one of the Wilson lines from the previous figure.
Likewise, we can compute the colored link invariants of the triple Hopf link for all colorings
up to Sym2 and determine the link state of the triple Hopf link at level k = 2. Here, we use
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2 2 2 2 = (q3 + 1 + q−3) 2 2 2
= (q3 + 1 + q−3)2 2 2
= (q3 + 1 + q−3)3 2
= (q3 + 1 + q−3)3[3].
Figure 9: Evaluation of J2,2,2(2
2
1 + 2
2
1 + 2
2
1) via symmetric web relations.
the fact that q = e2pii/(2+2) = i to simplify this 64-dimensional vector. The full q-dependent
expression is provided in Appendix B.
|221 + 221 + 221〉 = |0000〉+
√
2
(|1000〉+ |0100〉+ |0010〉+ |0001〉)
+
(|2000〉+ |0200〉+ |0020〉+ |0002〉)
+ 2
(|1010〉+ |0101〉+ |1001〉)
+
√
2
(|2010〉+ |1020〉+ |0201〉+ |0102〉+ |2001〉+ |1002〉)
+
(|2200〉+ |0220〉+ |0022〉+ |2020〉+ |2002〉+ |0202〉)
+ (−2)(|2101〉+ |1201〉+ |1021〉+ |1012〉)
+
√
2
(|2201〉+ |1022〉)−√2(|1202〉+ |2102〉+ |2021〉+ |2012〉)
+
(|2202〉+ |2022〉)+ 2(|0121〉+ |1210〉)
+
√
2
(|0212〉+ |2120〉)−√2(|0122〉+ |1220〉+ |0221〉+ |2210〉)
+
(|0222〉+ |2220〉)−√2(|2121〉+ |1212〉)+ 2|1221〉
+
√
2
(|2122〉+ |2212〉)−√2(|1222〉+ |2221〉)+ |2222〉.
where each cubit corresponds to a component of the triple Hopf link, and the number assigned
to the cubit is its coloring.
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3.4 Example: Figure-eight knot
Next, we consider our first example of a non-torus knot/link. The simplest of non-torus
knot/link is the figure-eight knot: the simplest in a sense that it has the minimum number
of crossings. Since there is only one component, the link state is 3-dimensional, and the
coefficients of |0〉 and |1〉 can be easily computed by applying the skein relation in vertical
framing. Let us omit the detailed procedure and write them down as follows:
1|0〉, and (q2 + 1− q)(q 12 + q− 12 )|1〉.
Now, it remains to compute the colored link invariant of a Sym2-colored figure-eight
knot. We can compute the link invariant most easily by using a linear relation among four
2-colored Wilson lines shown in Figure 10 (such a linear relation is well-defined, for HS2,2,2,2¯,2¯
is 3-dimensional.)
2
22
2
2
2 2
2 2
2
2
2 22
22
Figure 10: Four 2-colored Wilson lines which satisfy a linear relation inside a 3-ball.
And symmetric web relations allow us to determine coefficients of the linear relation of
our interest, by considering the four Wilson lines in Figure 10 as parts of the Wilson lines
shown in Figure 11.
22
4
22
4
2 2
4
22
4
2
2
4
2
2
4
2
2
2
4
2
2
4
22 22 22 22
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
Figure 11: Four different ways to “close” the 2-colored Wilson lines satisfying a linear relation.
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The “tadpole” diagrams in the first two closures vanish as they violate the charge conser-
vation condition. Then, the braid relations in Figure 13 allow us to determine the coefficients
as shown in Figure 12. Apply the linear relation to any one crossing in a figure-eight knot.
Then, we can write its colored link invariant as a linear sum over an unknot, a trefoil knot
and a Hopf link. The |2〉 component is therefore:
2
22
2
−
2
2 2
2
+ (q − q−1)
2
2
2
2
− (q − q−1)
22
22
= 0
Figure 12: A linear relation among four 2-colored Wilson lines.
(q7 − q5 + q + 1 + 1
q
− 1
q5
+
1
q7
)|2〉.
When k equals 2, q = e2pii/(2+2), and the link state of a figure-eight knot can be explicitly
written:
|41〉 = |0〉 −
√
2i|1〉+ |2〉.
4. Conjecture: entanglement structure and topological entanglement
Consider a link which is a union of two unlinked sub-links. TQFT axioms state that the
corresponding link state must be a product state. But is the converse true? That is, given
a link state which is a product state, can we expect the link itself to be a union of unlinked
components?
If a link state |L〉 is a product of two component link states, |L〉 = |L1〉 ⊗ |L2〉, any
operator that acts on either |L1〉 or |L2〉 (as 1 ⊗ Oˆ or Oˆ ⊗ 1) would not change the other.
In particular, a surgery on one component (say, L1) would not change the state |L2〉. The
topological implication of the claim |L〉 = |L1〉 ⊗ |L2〉 can be best illustrated when the gauge
group is U(1). In this case, the (colored) link invariants are nothing but (colored) Gaussian
linking nubmers, and the above claim implies that the “mutual linking number” (analogous
to the mutual inductance) between L1 and L2 vanishes and remains unaltered after arbitrary
surgery on either of the component links. In terms of the (colored) link invariants, this implies
that the colored link invariants of L factorize into those of L1 and L2.
Obviously, the claim would be true if L1 and L2 are unlinked. However, the linking
number is not an exclusive linking detector (for instance, the whitehead link has a vanishing
linking number, but its component are nontrivially linked), so the condition does not imme-
diately enforce L to be a product link. Currently, we do not have a proof or counterexample,
so we leave it as a conjecture here. When the gauge group is SU(2):
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Conjecture. Given a m-component link L, suppose there exist two sub-links L1 and L2, each
with i and (m− i) components. Suppose the two sub-links satisfy the following:
Jα1,··· ,αm(L) = Jα1,··· ,αi(L1)Jαi+1,··· ,αm(L2)
for all colorings α1, · · · , αm, then L1 and L2 are unlinked.
An information theoretic plausiblity argument for the above would go as follows. If the
link state |L〉 is of form |L〉 = |L1〉 ⊗ |L2〉 then a partial trace over either the |L1〉 or |L2〉
subsystem would not affect the other. In particular, tracing out one would leave the other
invariant. At this point, one can simply construct the link corresponding to |L1〉 and |L2〉
separately, and simply put them next to each other at the end of the construction to create
an unlinked manifestation of |L〉. This of course gives plausibility to the fact that they are
genuinely not linked.
5. Categorification of the entanglement entropy and the density matrix
A “categorification” is an algebraic procedure in which algebraic objects are upgraded to
the higher level ones, possibly with further structures: e.g., numbers to vector spaces, vector
spaces to categories, and n-categories to higher (n+1)-categories. When topological invariants
admit categorification, they often produce strictly stronger invariants. For instance, slN
polynomials are categorified to Khovanov or Khovanov-Rozansky homologies [18–20], which
can distinguish knots and links better than the former.
Now that the symmetric webs are originally defined as a 1-category [8], a map (e.g., a
density matrix) between symmetric webs would necessarily be a 2-morphism in the categori-
fication of symmetric webs. In fact, we have seen a 2-morphism between symmetric webs,
the density matrix! Recall that when computing the colored link invariants, we have replaced
each crossings by certain symmetric webs which belong to the same Hilbert space. One can
quickly notice that the resolution of crossing is nothing but a basis change inside the Hilbert
space. Then, the density matrix can be interpreted as a map between two symmetric webs,
or in the language of higher representation theory, a 2-morphism between symmetric webs.
Unfortunately, the diagrammatic presentation of such 2-category (called the symmetric
sl2-foam 2-category in [8]) is unknown at present, but we can still take a glimpse of what it
would look like from its antisymmetric counterpart. The networks of Wilson lines colored in
antisymmetric representations correspond to morphisms in the category of slN -webs [15,16].
When categorified, the morphisms between webs are represented by singular cobordisms con-
necting them [19,21–29]. These cobordisms satisfy certain relations, which encode homological
information which is not fully captured in the webs.
Thus, once the symmetric sl2-foam 2-category is successfully constructed, the density
matrix would correspond to a linear sum of singular cobordisms between symmetric webs.
Then, the kinematics of the symmetric sl2-foams would allow us to study the entanglement
structure of the link states not only at the level of knot polynomials, but also in terms of the
homological invariants.
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6. Conclusions
In this paper we have married the techniques developed in [6,7] with symmetric web techniques
to create a novel way of creating topologically interesting states. Further, we make and
motivate a conjecture that product states are represented by un-linked knots.
It would be interesting to attempt to prove this conjecture in future work. Also, now
that this connection has been established between entanglement and knot aspects of topolog-
ical theories it would be intresting if some other more refined entanglement property could
be useful in defining the cohomologies in the categorification of topological quantum field
theories.
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A. Derivation of the crossing resolution formula
In this appendix, we derive the crossing resolution formula, Figure 6. First of all, since our
Wilson lines are vertically braided, they are subject to braid relations in Figure 13. In Figure
13, Wilson lines are colored by the integrable representations of ŝu(2)k, a, b, c and R, and
ha, hb, hc, hR are the conformal weights of the corresponding primary fields in ŝu(2)k WZW
model on a punctured 2-sphere. Explicitly, they are given by:
epiihR = e
pii
N+k
C2(R) = q
C2(R)
2
where C2(R) =
1
2(κ(R) + N |R| − |R|
2
N ) is the quadratic Casimir of the representation R of
SU(N). Here, |R| stands for the number of boxes in the Young tableau of R, and κ(R) =
|R| +∑i(Ri − 2i), with Ri representing the number of boxes in the i-th row of the Young
tableau. For spin representations of SU(2), we have C2(Sym
i) = i(i+2)4 .
With the braid relations of Figure 13 and the symmetric web relations Figure 4, we can
derive the resolution of crossings formula by induction. Let us set up the base cases first.
That the local relations must hold is evident from the dimension counting. The coeffi-
cients can also be determined by considering two different ways to “close” the Wilson lines.
For instance, consider the top linear relation in Figure 14. We may close the Wilson lines
in two different ways, as shown in Figure 16. Using the braid relations and symmetric web
relations, we can check that the shown coefficients are indeed correct.
Similarly, we may consider linear relations among the crossed Wilson lines with m ≥ 1
and 1 coloring and their planar resolutions. The coefficients of the linear relations are fixed
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R=
R
= e2piihR R and
R
=
R
= e−2piihR R
a
b
c
= eipi(ha+hb−hc)
a
b
c ,
a
b
c
= e−ipi(ha+hb−hc)
a
b
c
a
b
c
= eipi(hb+hc−ha)
a
b
c ,
a
b
c
= e−ipi(hb+hc−ha)
a
b
c
Figure 13: Braiding relations of vertically framed Wilson lines.
11
= −q− 34
1 1
+ q−
1
4
1 1
2
11
1 1
= −q 34
1 1
+ q
1
4
1 1
2
11
Figure 14: Local relations which express braided Wilson lines in terms of planar graphs.
11
2
= −q− 34
1 1
2
+ q−
1
4 1 1
2
11
2
11
= −q− 34 1 1 + q− 14
1 1
2
11
Figure 15: Two different closures of the linear relation, in which crossed Wilson lines.
in similar ways as in Figure 16, by (1) inserting a junction below and (2) connecting the of
the Wilson lines with itself. The resultant local relations are shown in Figure ?? and serve
as the base cases for our induction.
Set up the induction hypothesis for crossings of m and n-colored Wilson lines (as in
Figure 6) and consider crossings of m and (n+ 1)-colored Wilson lines. Let us first consider
the right-handed crossing. As in the case of NWebs and MOY graphs, we may first “pop”
the (n + 1)-colored Wilson line, as in Figure 17. Now we can apply the base case and the
induction hypothesis on the resultant two crossings, and then the associativity and square
switch relations of symmetric webs (Figure 4 and Figure 5). The left-handed crossings can
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1m
= −q−m+24
1
m
m−1
m
1
+ q−
m
4
1 m
m+1
1m
1m
= −qm+24
1
m
m−1
m
1
+ q
m
4
1 m
m+1
1m
Figure 16: Resolution of crossings when Wilson lines are colored by m and 1.
be derived likewise.
n+ 1m
=
1
[n+ 1]
n+ 1
1
n
n+ 1
m
m
Figure 17: (n+ 1)-th induction step to derive the resolution of crossing formula.
B. The full q-dependent triple Hopf link state
|221 + 221 + 221〉 = |0000〉+ [2]
(|1000〉+ |0100〉+ |0010〉+ |0001〉)
+ [3]
(|2000〉+ |0200〉+ |0020〉+ |0002〉)
+ [2](q + q−1)
(|1100〉+ |0110〉+ |0011〉)+ [2]2(|1010〉+ |0101〉+ |1001〉)
+ [2][3]
(|2010〉+ |1020〉+ |0201〉+ |0102〉+ |2001〉+ |1002〉)
+ (q
3
2 + q−
3
2 )[3]
(|2100〉+ |0210〉+ |0021〉+ |1200〉+ |0120〉+ |0012〉)
+ (q3 + 1 + q−3)
(|2200〉+ |0220〉+ |0022〉)
+ [3]2
(|2020〉+ |2002〉+ |0202〉)+ (q + q−1)[2]2(|1101〉+ |1011〉)
+ (q
3
2 + q−
3
2 )[2][3]
(|2101〉+ |1201〉+ |1021〉+ |1012〉)
+ (q + q−1)[2][3]
(|1102〉+ |2011〉)+ (q3 + 1 + q−3)[2][3](|2201〉+ |1022〉)
+ (q
3
2 + q−
3
2 )[3]2
(|1202〉+ |2102〉+ |2012〉+ |2021〉)
+ (q3 + 1 + q−3)[3]2
(|2202〉+ |2022〉)+ (q + q−1)2[2](|0111〉+ |1110〉)
+ (q
3
2 + q−
3
2 )2[3]
(|0121〉+ |1210〉)
+ (q + q−1)(q
3
2 + q−
3
2 )[3]
(|0112〉+ |1120〉+ |0211〉+ |2110〉)
+ (q3 + 1 + q−3)(q
3
2 + q−
3
2 )[3]
(|0122〉+ |1220〉+ |0221〉+ |2210〉)
+ (q − 1 + q−1)(q 32 + q− 32 )[3]2(|0212〉+ |2120〉)
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+ (q3 + 1 + q−3)2[3]
(|0222〉+ |2220〉)+ (q + q−1)3[2]|1111〉
+ (q + q−1)2(q
3
2 + q−
3
2 )[3]
(|2111〉+ |1112〉)
+ (q + q−1)(q
3
2 + q−
3
2 )2[3]
(|1211〉+ |1121〉)
+ (q + q−1)(q
3
2 + q−
3
2 )(q3 + 1 + q−3)[3]
(|2211〉+ |1122〉)
+ (q
3
2 + q−
3
2 )2[3]2(q − 1 + q−1)(|2121〉+ |1212〉)
+ [3]2(q − 1 + q−1)(q + q−1)(q 32 + q− 32 )|2112〉
+ (q
3
2 + q−
3
2 )2(q3 + 1 + q−3)[3]|1221〉
+ (q3 + 1 + q−3)2[3](q
3
2 + q−
3
2 )
(|1222〉+ |2221〉)
+ (q3 + 1 + q−3)[3]2(q − 1 + q−1)(q 32 + q− 32 )(|2122〉+ |2212〉)
+ (q3 + 1 + q−3)3|2222〉
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